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Battle Hardened Process

Delivering software quality on over 300 projects a year

Jonathan Pallant – Principal Engineer, Wireless Software Group

Device Developers’ Conference 2016

 

 

In the technology business for over 50 years, Cambridge Consultants produce software for their 
clients across around 300 projects per year and we pride ourselves on getting each one right. 
When you build everything from "five-9s" telecoms clusters down to embedded sensors 
running for 10 years on a coin cell, that's only possible with a software development process 
that is as rigorous as it is adaptable. 
 
Jonathan Pallant, Principal Engineer in Cambridge Consultants' Wireless Software Group, brings 
this process to life by taking a walk through a 'typical' (as if there was such a thing) client 
project, offering practical battle-hardened processes for any size of software project. 
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Who are we?

 Founded in 1960

 Engineering services and product 

design/development

 Our team comprises over 550 engineers, 

located in Cambridge, England and 

Boston, USA

 We specialise in difficult problems

 

 

Cambridge Consultants has created over 20 spinouts, including 4 out of Cambridge’s 15  >$1bn 
capitalization companies 
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A range of markets…

Medical Technology Wireless Industrial & Energy

Oil & GasDefence & SecurityConsumer

 

 

It’s hard to say what Cambridge Consultants “does” – we do just about everything! The 
company is growing significantly at the moment, and we take on engineers from every discipline 
(except perhaps Civil Engineering…) 
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You’ve probably heard of our customers…
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Who am I?

 Principal Engineer in the Wireless Software Group

 Embedded Systems Engineer

 Computer Systems Engineering MEng, University of Warwick
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Why am I here?

 A process that works

 Tips of the trade

 Insight into a larger company

 

 

I’m not here to tell you which chip to use, which RTOS, or even which language. Every project is 
different! 
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THIS PRESENTATION 

CONTAINS STRONG 

OPINIONS

 

 

And I make no apologies for this. 
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Getting Started

 What does the customer want?

 What do we need?

 What have we got?

 Quality Plan

 

 

Software Engineering is just Engineering. Start off by trying to get your Solution Neutral 
Problem Statements. The Requirements are a Solution Neutral expectation of performance. 
 
A Quality Plan sounds like ‘000s of pages of ISO-compliant waffle, but it’s not. It’s the entry 
point to the project. Maybe it’s very small (we thought about all of the standard processes and 
none of them apply, for these reasons). Maybe it refers to the master standards. It should tell 
you where to find the source code, where to find the build environment, are you using a CI tool 
and where do you find it. It’s all about getting people on-board quickly, without relying on tribal 
knowledge. 
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Revision Control

 Really, does anyone not do this?

 Consider all your assets

 Decide on your model up front

You cannot step in to the 

same stream twice….
- An (anonymous) vendor

“
”

 

 

Some vendors will say that patching an old version is not possible when they just mean 
expensive. 
We use Subversion, other tools are available. 
Decide on your model – stable trunk or unstable trunk and integration branches 
This applies to DSP and FPGAs as well – generic asset tracking. 
What about your toolchain? Linker scripts? What do you need to deploy? Installer builders? 
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Semantic Versioning

 See http://semver.org

 major . minor . patch . revision

– Bump major for breaking changes

– Bump minor for adding features

– Bump patch for fixes

– Revision comes from your VCS

U-Boot 2010.06-svn10019 (Jan 27 2016 - 14:33:16)

TI8148-GP rev 

ARM clk: 600MHz
DDR clk: 400MHz

RAM Configuration:
Bank #0: 80000000 1 GiB
Bank #1: 00000000 0 Bytes
DRAM total:  1 GiB
NAND:  Found 16-bit GPMC pull
HW ECC BCH16 Selected
512 MiB
Using default environment

The 2nd stage U-Boot will now be auto-loaded.
Please do not interrupt.
Hit any key to stop autoboot:  0 

NAND read: device 0 offset 0x40000, size 0x40000
262144 bytes read: OK

## Starting application at 0xA1000000 ...

U-Boot 2010.06-svn10019 (Jan 27 2016 - 14:34:11)

TI8148-GP rev 

ARM clk: 600MHz
DDR clk: 400MHz

 

 

Sometimes customers (internal or external) drive your version numbering for external reasons. 
Semver by default and where you can. 
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Top Tip 1

Software must always 

report its own version 

number.

 

 

It’s so much easier to get bug reports from the field when every build does this (including the 
VCS revision/hash, so you can check they have an official build and not some engineering 
‘special’). 
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Issue Tracking

 Encourage good quality bug reports (with logs!)

 Get your ‘next release’ added (marking issues as ‘Fix For’)

 Get your roadmap in for feature requests

 Tie it in to your VCS

– Our JIRA scans our SVN looking for JIRA IDs in the commit messages

 

 

Often, if your issue tracker has the right information in it, you can basically write your release 
note automatically. 
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Bug reports – what version are you running? Back to Top Tip 1. 
On this project, the releases are named after beers from a St Austell brewery. It’s not quite, but 
we use the beer for the major number, the release number r2 is the minor, and there’s a 
separate patch number (not shown here). Of course, the website (in this case) reports its own 
version number and offers links to create issues pre-filled with all the correct version info. 
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Continuous Integration

 Many are available

 Use it. Love it. Live It.

 Back in 2009, we had to build ours from scratch…

 

 

Outside of work, I’ve used Travis CI and it has very good Github integration. 
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Smokey

 

 

Between 18,000 and 38,000 builds/tests a month – around 250,000 builds a year 
Everything from 4K of PIC firmware for an IO expander, to a full 99.999 available telecom blade 
chassis deploy and test. 
You’ll note that amongst the test tasks (this is our test project, as the name suggests), Smokey 
is, of course, building itself. 
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Build Environments

It builds OK on my machine…
- Me, in the bad old days“ ”

Once you’ve got the first build 

done, it’ll be OK!
- Also me, in the bad old days

“ ”
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Virtual Machine Build Environments

 Use repeatable build environments (VMs or containers…)

– We use vmware, others are available…

– Download to desk, work with what you release with

– Switch projects easily

– Vagrant

 

 

Developing in your release environment is so important. You really want to avoid surprises! 
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Smokey VMs

 

 

In Smokey, a Frozen virtual machine is immutable – it exists forever, but can be checked out as a 
‘Defrosted VM’, modified, and then Frozen again as a new version (or with a new name/project). 
The builds run inside Clone VMs, which are temporary shallow-copies of a Frozen VM. 
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Top Tip 2

Don’t forget the gap 

between ‘build’ and ‘run’ 

when setting up CI.

 

 

Does your build environment contain the flash tool? Can you script it? 
Can you build the installer? Can you script the install? 
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Code Quality

 Code Templates

– Are like road markings

 Code Reviews

 

 

You don’t spend time looking at road markings, like white lines. But you subconsciously 
recognise them as delimiting your lane and their lane so you don’t crash. This is exactly what 
code templates are about. 
 
I don’t want to pick on U-Boot, or Linux, but that’s an area I’ve been working in recently and I 
think it shows fairly a typical code layout.  See https://git.ti.com/ti-u-boot/ti-u-
boot/blobs/master/drivers/mtd/nand/am335x_spl_bch.c for example. 
 
In our software standard, we use a template like the one attached. All public functions are 
together, start with a common prefix (the name of the module) and are in a sensible order (init 
first, them some methods, then any close/clean-up functions). The static functions are all 
prototyped and again, grouped into a logical order. They’re declared in the order they are 
defined and they’re all qualified static. The private data is all qualified static. Useful types are 
created to give basic arithmetic expressions some meaning. Appropriate types (e.g. size_t) are 
used. Etc, etc. Of note is the “End Of File” block – how else do you know if your file is complete, 
or if it got truncated during some earlier copy/download process? 
 
We also have a system of regularly getting engineers together to review both the design of the 
software and the code structure. Tools are available, we but often use a whiteboard and project 
the code up on to screen. 
 
The template source is at the end of this PDF. 
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Top Tip 3

Use your VCS to copy 

your template into the 

source tree.

 

 

Otherwise the template text appears to be the same age as the first draft implementation. 
It also ensures you move over any VCS file properties (like keyword expansion, or line endings). 
This is assuming you have a VCS that supports the notion of ‘copy’ and ‘file properties’ (svn 
does, git doesn’t). 
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Static Analysis

 Get it in early, don’t ignore it and don’t let it rot

 Zero tolerance for compiler warnings from the start

– or at least as early as you can

 We also use Coverity, which is server-side

– Checking for errors before commit would be better!

 

 

We use Coverity 
Or, use a better language (Rust!) 
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Targets

 The devs run Debug, but you ship Release, right?

 No!

– If you can’t debug it, you can’t test it

– If you can’t test it, you can’t ship it

– Heisenbugs

-g

-O3

-march=native

-ffast-math

 

 

We try and keep the CPU load relatively constant whether debugging is on or off. 
Heisenbugs – the bugs that drive you mad, but disappear as soon as you add any code to try 
and diagnose them. 
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Top Tip 4

Put enough Debug in 

your Release.

 

 

For some value of enough. 
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Nail down your Interfaces

 When two ‘things’ communicate

 Interface Control Document

– The What

– The How

 System Architecture Specification

– The Why

 Auto-generate code and ICDs from common source

– Avoids errors!

 

 

Google Protobufs and Apache Thrift. 
Sometimes, we build our own code generation tool using Cog and an XML interface description. 
We also have an in-house compiler for Datascript. 
When you’re working with customers, decide who owns the interface. 
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An Example ICD

 

 

Specify Endian-ness. Be very specific. Use ABNF if you like. 
RFCs can be quite good. 
Consistency (field sizes in octets, or bits?) – don’t say bytes! One of our in-house CPU cores uses 
a 16-bit byte (and as it’s in a lot of CSR products, there’s an awful lot more of them around than 
you might expect). If it’s 8-bits, say octet. 
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Testing

 Unit test your modules

– Your module in isolation

– Automated (on commit)

– On a PC

– Get code coverage

 

 

I’ve used CppUtest, others are available… 
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Lcov Screenshot
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Testing

 Unit test your modules

– Automated (on commit)

– On a PC

– Get code coverage

 Regression Test your device/program

– Your device/program talking to a simulator

– Automated (on commit)

 

 

This is so valuable, especially in the later stages of a project (but get it done at the beginning, 
otherwise you’ve got a big hill to climb). For example, one on particular project, on every 
commit we build our telco-grade five-9s server software and deploy it on onto a dedicated 14 
blade test chassis to run a full regression-sweep of all major functionality. This isn’t a 
particularly special project – this is what we expect to do on every project. 
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QTest Output
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Testing

 Unit test your modules

– Automated (on commit)

– On a PC

– Get code coverage

 Regression Test your device/program

– Your device/program talking to a simulator

– Automated (on commit)

 System test the whole system

– Your device/program, doing as many real things as possible

– Probably going to involve people
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In Summary

Revision Control

Semantic Versioning

Issue Tracking

Continuous Integration

Repeatable build environments

Code Quality

Static Analysis

Targets

Interfaces

Testing

 

 

Do all of this, and you’re ticking a lot of boxes on your way to FDA approval for medical devices. 
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Aim for perfection and you’ll 

probably hit the tolerances; aim for 

the tolerances and you’ll miss…
- Engineering Professsor at Warwick

“
”

 

 

I’m possibly paraphrasing slightly, but it’s sound engineering advice – and it applies to software 
quality as much as it does to cutting sheet metal. 
 
If you think your process is good enough, go and take an old version of your product and try and 
build a bit-exact copy (allowing for timestamps). 
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Appendix A: Code Template 

/****************************************************************************** 

 *  (C) COPYRIGHT Cambridge Consultants Ltd 2015- 

 * 

 *  CCL Project Reference P1234 

 * 

 *  FILE 

 *      $Rev: 3805 $ 

 *      $Author: jgp $ 

 *      $Date: 2015-03-19 11:50:20 +0000 (Thu, 19 Mar 2015) $ 

 * 

 *  DESCRIPTION 

 *      Place your introduction here. 

 * 

 *      You can then continue here and write more in-depth detail about the 

 *      implementation. 

 * 

 *  REFERENCES 

 *      P1234-S-002       Software Design Specification 

 *      P1234-ICD-002     Foo to Bar Interface Control Document 

 ******************************************************************************/ 

 

/*============================================================================* 

    ANSI C & System-wide Header Files 

 *============================================================================*/ 

#include <stdio.h> 

 

/*============================================================================* 

    Interface Header Files 

 *============================================================================*/ 

#include <util/types.h> 

 

#include <module/module.h> 

#include <task/task_if.h> 

 

/*============================================================================* 

    Local Header Files 

 *============================================================================*/ 

#include "template_internal.h" 

#include "../template.h" 

 

/*============================================================================* 

    Public Data 

 *============================================================================*/ 

/* None */ 

 

/*============================================================================* 

    Private Defines 

 *============================================================================*/ 

/* None */ 

 

/*============================================================================* 

    Private Data Types 

 *============================================================================*/ 

/* None */ 

 

/*============================================================================* 

    Private Function Prototypes 



 *============================================================================*/ 

/* None */ 

 

/*============================================================================* 

    Private Data 

 *============================================================================*/ 

/* None */ 

 

/*============================================================================* 

    Public Function Implementations 

 *============================================================================*/ 

/* None */ 

 

/*============================================================================* 

    Private Function Implementations 

 *============================================================================*/ 

/* None */ 

 

/*============================================================================* 

    End Of File 

 *============================================================================*/ 

 

 


